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Rivers Recap – ANSWERS
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Date: Wednesday, 13 May 2020

Title: Erosional and Depositional  Landforms -

Meanders and Ox-bow Lakes

Lesson Objective: To explore the characteristics and 
formation of meanders and ox-box lakes. 

SUCCESS CRITERIA:

I can identify meanders and ox-
bow lakes.

I can describe the characteristics 
of meanders and ox- bow lakes.

I can explain the formation of 
meanders and ox-bow lakes. 



Middle course on an OS map

A meandering river

Potential ox-bow lakes

Contours are spread 

out - flat land - a 

floodplain

Small numbers 

buildings

Wider river channel



Why does the river start to bend in the 
middle course?

Middle course:

1. Gradient is 

decreasing

2. River is losing energy

3. Speed is slowing

= erosion is becoming 

more lateral



What is a Meander? 

A meander is a bend in a river. 
They are found mainly in lowland 
areas and are extremely common 
in the middle course of a river. 

What are the conditions needed for a 
meander to form? 
In the early stages of meander formation, 
water flows slowly over shallow areas 
(riffles) in the riverbed and faster through 
deeper sections (pools). This makes way for 
a motion called helicoidal flow that 
corkscrews across from one bank to 
another. This starts the erosion and 
deposition process which continuously 
shape a meander. 
http://www.cleo.net.uk/resources/displayframe.php?src=309/consultants_resources/_files/meander4.swf

http://www.cleo.net.uk/resources/displayframe.php?src=309/consultants_resources/_files/meander4.swf


The Formation of a Meander 

• Fast flowing water on the outside 
of the bank causes lateral erosion 
through abrasion and hydraulic 
action, which undercuts the banks 
and forms a river cliff. 

• Helicoidal flow is a corkscrew 
movement. The top part of the 
flow hits the outside of the bank 
and erodes it. The flow then 
‘corkscrews’ down to the next 
inside bend where it deposits its 
load due to friction slowing down 
the flow.

• Fast flow causes vertical erosion 
on the outside bend, this deepens 
the river bed, resulting in an 
asymmetrical cross-profile.

• Sand and pebbles are deposited on the 
inside bank where the current is slower, 
forming a gentle slip off slope. 



Complete the Tasks

Task 1

Complete the boxes to describe 
what happens on each side of a 
meander

Task 2

Complete the statement ordering 
task to describe a correct 
sequence for what happens in a 
meander

Task 3

Annotate two photos to describe 
features of a meander



TASKS: Answers

FAST

DEEP

EROSION

RIVER CLIFF

SLOW

SHALLOW

DEPOSITION

SLIP-OFF SLOPE

2

3

4

5



DEPOSITION/
SLIP OFF SLOPE

SHALLOW/
SLOW WATER

DEEP/
FAST WATER

EROSION/
RIVER CLIFF

TASKS: Answers



Cross section
In an exam, you may be asked to accurately label 

the cross section of a meander (like the one 

below).

What labels would you add?



Cross section
Add any further labels to your cross section you have 

missed using the diagram below



What is an oxbow lake?

Oxbow lakes form when the 

neck of a meander is broken 

through, often during a flood 

event



Step by Step Walkthrough: 

Ox Bow Lake Formation

As the meander loop 

grows, the narrow strap 

of land that separates 

the river channel 

becomes more narrow 

due to continued lateral 

erosion. 



Neck becomes increasingly 

narrow. When the river floods, or 

it just continues to erode, the 

main flow of water cuts straight 

across the neck. The ‘shortcut’ 

begins to break down the banks 

to carve a new channel. This 

repeats until a new straight 

channel is formed (a river will 

always follow the shortest 

route).

Step by Step Walkthrough: 

Ox Bow Lake Formation



The loop of the old river route 

becomes increasingly detached as 

it no longer receives river water.

Additionally, deposition after 

flooding cuts off the loop from 

the main channel. Marsh plants 

colonise this area.

In time, the loop is completely 

detached from the main channel. 

This is an oxbow lake.

Step by Step Walkthrough: 

Ox Bow Lake Formation



TASK: Oxbow Lake Formation

Complete the worksheet by filling in the gaps 
and drawing diagrams to explain the formation 
of an oxbow lake.





Exam Question Analysis: “Explain how an 
oxbow lake could form in an area like the one 
in the photograph.” [6 marks]

 Oxbow lakes form in the MIDDLE COURSE of a river where 

the MEANDER NECK has become very NARROW.

 This narrowing has happened due to EROSION (via 

HYDRAULIC ACTION and ABRASION) on the outside of a 

river bend due to FAST FLOWING WATER creating two 

RIVER CLIFFS.

 Over time, the meander neck NARROWS due to LATERAL 

EROSION.

 Eventually, often during a FLOOD EVENT, the river ERODES

through the narrow meander neck and takes a new course, 

creating an OXBOW LAKE. 

 Over time, DEPOSITION results in the new oxbow lake being 

CUT OFF from the main flow.  The oxbow lake may dry up 

disappear altogether, leaving a scar in the landscape. 

TASK: Fill in the boxes to explain what is 

good/relevant about each sentence. 



Exam Question Analysis: “Explain how an 
oxbow lake could form in an area like the one 
in the photograph.” [6 marks]

 Oxbow lakes form in the MIDDLE COURSE of a river where 

the MEANDER NECK has become very NARROW.

 This narrowing has happened due to EROSION (via 

HYDRAULIC ACTION and ABRASION) on the outside of a 

river bend due to FAST FLOWING WATER creating two 

RIVER CLIFFS.

 Over time, the meander neck NARROWS due to LATERAL 

EROSION.

 Eventually, often during a FLOOD EVENT, the river ERODES

through the narrow meander neck and takes a new course, 

creating an OXBOW LAKE. 

 Over time, DEPOSITION results in the new oxbow lake being 

CUT OFF from the main flow.  The oxbow lake may dry up 

disappear altogether, leaving a scar in the landscape. 

TASK: Fill in the boxes to explain what is 

good/relevant about each sentence. 

Landform located

Key terms used

Water speed and features of a 

meander named 

Overall nature of erosion 

described

Correct sequence given

New landform named

Key terms used

Future changes to landform 

described 



EXAM QUESTION: Explain how an ox-bow lake 
could form on the river shown in Figure 1. (6)

SUCCESS CRITERIA:

L1 (1-2) There is a basic 
explanation of the formation 
of an ox-bow lake. 

L2 (3-4) There is a clear 
explanation of the formation 
of an ox-bow lake.

L3 (5-6) There is a detailed 
explanation of the formation 
of an ox-bow lake. 

Figure 1



EXAM QUESTION: MODEL ANSWER

There are many meanders shown in figure 
1. The current is fastest at the outside 
bend of a meander because the channel is 
deeper (1). This means that hydraulic 
action and abrasion erode the outside 
bank of the river (1). Overtime erosion 
causes meanders to migrate across flood 
plains and get closer together (1). The 
outside bends continue to get closer until 
there is only a small bit of land left 
between two outside bends of a meander 
(1). This is called the neck. The river 
breaks through the neck usually during a 
flood to create a straight channel (1). 
Material is deposited across the shallow 
parts of the channel which eventually cuts 
the meander off and creates and ox-bow 
lake (1). 

Figure 1


